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Chairperson

Respectfully submitted,

Valerie Bishop de Young

Anyone seen the movie Groundhog Day? If you haven’t by now, you’ve
likely lived it, at least for a while, within the last two years. Are you
suffering ‘brain fog’ or is your thinking just sluggish from the ‘same old’
every day? Are you working at home, or living at work? Are you ‘positive’
at a time when you really would prefer to be ‘negative’? Times sure have
altered our perspectives.
‘We support people, not profits’. It’s a statement that we, at OASSIS, have
lived since we began in 1990. But during the pandemic, this has never
been more important. As your workplace partner, OASSIS continues to
prioritize employee well-being with benefits plans and initiatives designed
to offer peace of mind in recognition of the critical role the health and
social service workforce plays. In the last year, we kept the lines of
communication open with our member agencies, offering tips and insights
to help them adapt to shifting employment relationships. Our learnings and
the various initiatives we put in place will outlast the pandemic, making us
an even more agile organization.
OASSIS employees are the heartbeat of the organization. Their
contributions drive our business forward, and reinforce the essence of
our not-for-profit values every day. I can’t emphasize how humbled and
impressed I am with their continued passion and dedication.
I thank my fellow Board members for their steady guidance as we
navigated unchartered territory. The OASSIS Board, comprised of nine
Trustees, is a highly engaged and experienced group that takes great care
in its stewardship role.

WHAT’S INSIDE
• Featured
services
• A look at
our growing
membership

The OASSIS promise is an integral part of everything we do as we create
shared value for all stakeholders. While we certainly felt the effects of year
two of the COVID-19 pandemic, OASSIS’ performance reflects the strength
and resilience of the not-for-profit sector across Canada. I am incredibly
enthusiastic about our prospects for the coming year. With a roadmap for
growth, we look to build on our track record of success for the long-term
benefit of our member agencies, employees, business partners, and the
communities in which we all live and serve.

• Claims and
rates by the
numbers
• 2021 Survey
Feedback
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Message
from the
Executive
Director

It seems we can’t talk about employee benefits without referencing mental health these
days; the two are most definitely intertwined. Those of us in the benefits industry have
been aware for a few years now of the significant toll poor mental health has on the cost
of benefits plans.
In a recent study by the Society for Human Resource Management Foundation, a majority
(88%) of human resources professionals believe mental-health resources can increase
productivity, employee retention (86%) and organizational return on investment (78%).
These are big numbers!
It also found while 90% of respondents said mental-health resources can serve as a
preventive measure for burnout before it appears, only 58% said their organization is
offering sufficient mental-health support to workers. Three-quarters of employers said
their organization offers or plans to offer mental-health benefits.

Warmest regards,

Karen Bentham
Executive Director

This report
covers
OASSIS’ plan
year that
runs from
April 2021 to
March 2022.

And while most employers want to include mental-health and resiliency workshops
in their work schedules, just 26% of employers provide these programs. That’s where
OASSIS comes in. Did you know your benefits plan can and does provide numerous
resources to support good mental health for your employees? Sadly, it is one of the
most needed but underutilized areas of plans. There are a few reasons why that is: lack
of awareness, confusion about what plans cover, and poor understanding of which
programs would best provide the help needed.
One of the positive outcomes of COVID has been bringing this to the forefront. We
know Canadians are struggling more than ever and are looking to their employer for
resources and support. As an employer, look to your Plan with OASSIS to access these
important services through our partners, Green Shield Canada (GSC) and HumanaCare:
•

Employee Assistance Program (EAP) – offers you immediate and confidential
access to a variety of programs and supports including short-term, solution-focused
counselling, health and wellness coaching, an online wellness portal, career
coaching, legal advice, financial coaching and more.

•

Alavida – personalized, evidence-based support for unaddressed substance abuse.

•

Mind Beacon Therapist – an effective, easy-to-access way to receive personal
cognitive behavioural therapy guided by an experienced health care professional.

For more information on any of these programs, don’t hesitate to reach out to your
Benefits Administrator. We have printed resources available that you can share with
your team.
Lastly, thank you for your business. Thank you for supporting the mission of OASSIS to
support employers and employees working in the not-for-profit sector across Canada.
We continue to work hard to provide access to affordable, comprehensive benefits plans.
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OASSIS
WELLNESS
SERVICES

Perhaps, more than ever, employees are looking for ways to introduce/
improve wellness options into their lives. COVID has certainly brought
challenges for many: working remotely, juggling online school for families,
job uncertainty and more. That’s where OASSIS comes in – we’ve got you
covered. OASSIS employers can access a lineup of wellness resources,
webinars and resources, for free, through our Wellness Services to support
your workforce.

Onsite
Workshops
Section

Our Wellness Consultant can deliver virtual or in-person workshops
with clients across Canada. This year’s list of topics includes: Achieving
Balance in an Unstable World, Back Fitness and Building
Resilience, to name a few. There are over 10 topics to choose from.
If you don’t see the topic you are interested in, just let us know and
we will do our best to accommodate. Simply reach out to Sue Holder
(sue@oassisplan.com) and, with 30 days’ notice, a workshop can
be booked.

Wellness
Webinars

We will continue to feature 2-3 webinars a year that have a wellness theme
or focus. Please encourage your employees to participate. These are great
resources that can be built into your staff meetings, in-house staff training
days, etc.

Monthly
Newsletter

Please remember to distribute our monthly newsletter - the Wellness section
of the newsletter always features a topic that is relevant for your employees
and their families. Rather than have two separate monthly newsletters, we
have rolled our wellness newsletter into our Benefits Connector. Each month,
there will be a new topic featured that supports workplace wellness.

For further information or
bookings, contact:
Sue Holder
sue@oassisplan.com
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OASSIS
DISABILITY SERVICES
The residual effects of the pandemic continue to be felt
globally; uncertainty, isolation, heightened levels of stress
and burnout amidst this pandemic continue to have a
profound impact on the state of our overall well-being.
Mental health related illnesses continue to be the leading
cause of employee absence and disability claims, as well as
the driving force of claims duration and costs. The overall
proportion of mental health related disability claims have
increased by 7.0% in last year alone.
At OASSIS, the top three types of illness with respect to
combined disability claims received in 2021 were:

Mental Disorders
Short-Term Disability: 35.0%
and Long-Term Disability: 38.5%

Musculoskeletal &
Connective Tissue Diseases
Short-Term Disability: 21.0%
and Long-Term Disability: 17.3%

Undisclosed
Short-Term Disability: 19.0% and
Long-Term Disability: 12.5%

Mental health related claims have not only increased, but
it has been established that they are often more complex,
resulting in longer claim absences and claim duration.
The importance of early intervention cannot be
underestimated. Initiating disability claims with the
appropriate provider is crucial to ensure that a solid case
management review and process is in place. Our providers
(Organizational Solutions Inc. (OSI) and Canada Life) are
specialized in the assessment and case management of
disability claims. In the event it’s expected that a plan
member will be off work for medical reasons beyond
your applicable disability elimination period, please advise
OASSIS as soon as possible for further details regarding
next steps applicable to your plan design.
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We continue to work with our providers to best serve
you and your plan members. Knowing and accessing all
resources and supports available to individuals continues
to be of great importance. We continue to encourage
you to communicate and facilitate access to all benefits
and resources that are available to plan members. OASSIS
Wellness Services, HumanaCare EAP, GSC Mind Beacon
(Cognitive Behavioral Therapy) and Canada Life’s Workplace
Strategies for Mental Health, to name a few, are all valuable
resources and supports that may help alleviate the burden
that individuals are facing on a daily basis.
Canada Life’s Workplace Strategies for Mental Health in
the Workplace is a free resource designed to help Canadian
employees and employers with the prevention, intervention
and management of workplace mental-health issues.
There are a vast array of free practical resources and tools
separated into four categories: organizational strategies,
approaches for people leaders, resources for employees
and assessments tools and workshops. Further to this,
there is modular manager training specific to managers and
leaders to help them navigate effective approaches in team
building, leadership skills and employee support.
We encourage you to participate in the semi-annual
webinars offered by our providers Canada Life and OSI,
focusing on various disability-related management best
practices and resources.
At OASSIS we continue to be committed in doing all we
can to focus on health, wellness, injury prevention and
proactive disability management for our employees. The
services of our Disability Coordinator, Michelle Oxberry, are
complimentary and available to all OASSIS Benefits Plan
members. Michelle assumes an integral role liaising with
employer contacts, employees and providers and is available
to assist with any enquiries you may have.

For more information on any of these disability services,
contact:
Michelle Oxberry
Disability Coordinator
michelle@oassisplan.com
1-888-233-5580 ext. 306

OASSIS

MEMBERSHIP -

STRONGER
TOGETHER

POLICY YEAR

2019

2020

2021

2022

NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS SERVED

345
383

387

380

362

5530

5118

INSURED LIVES

5068

5524

Great job.… love the fact that you are always improving your services and website.
Very user-friendly Greenshield platform when I submit my claims and so quick to
be refunded. This is truly appreciated.
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CLAIMS

OVERVIEW

APRIL 2021 – MARCH 2022

All OASSIS member groups combined

Accommodations

Audio

Dental
Benefits

Drug
Benefits

Health Care
Spending Account

$28,720

$6,859

$3,697,467

$4,112,230

$108,530

0.26%

0.06%

33.11%

36.82%

0.97%

TOTAL $11,167,790.55

Medical
Items

Medical
Transportation

Paramedical
Services

Travel

Vision

$561,798

$8,543

$2,093,377

$25,375

$524,887

5.03%

0.08%

18.74%

0.23%

4.70%
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RATE

HISTORY -

SMALL EMPLOYER POOL

One of the objectives of OASSIS’ Group Benefits Plan is to provide affordable and
competitive rates for participating organizations.

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

HEALTH

+2%

+1.4%

+2%

+1.4%

+12.3%

DENTAL

+5.4%

+6%

-4%

-1.0%

+16.3%

LIFE

no change

-14%

no change

-20.0%

-22.0%

LTD

+14%

+15%

+27.3%

0%*

-2.2%*

Overall
4.8%
increase**

Overall
4.5%
increase**

Overall
5.3%
increase**

Overall
-0.4%
decrease**

Overall
+4.6%
increase**

3%

3%

2%

2%

subsidy applied

subsidy applied

subsidy applied

subsidy applied

How the
subsidy works

2%
subsidy applied

As a not-for-profit organization, OASSIS is able to offer our clients the opportunity
for a rate subsidy. Should claims experience be better than expected, the surplus is
directed to a subsidy, which lowers rates at renewal time. We are proud to keep more
money in the not-for-profit sector and, as a result, maintain stable rates.
*The renewal by plan - whether taxable or non-taxable, as well as LTD plans to age 65 or
other plan designs (5-yr, 10-yr, etc.) - had separate rate adjustments.
**The above figures refer to OASSIS Pooled Plans only. The actual overall increase amount
is lower than the adjustments required because of the subsidy applied by OASSIS.
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RATE

HISTORY -

CUSTOM POOL

Like the small employer pool, the custom pool is designed with affordable and
competitive rates in mind – plan design customization is what sets it apart.

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

HEALTH

+6%

-2.2%

+6.3%

+5.8%

+5.4%

DENTAL

+3.4%

no change

+6.3%

+5.4%

+5.0%

LIFE

no change

-14%

no change

-20.0%

-22.0%

LTD

+14%

+15%

+27.3%

+20.0%

-21%*

A note about
your renewal

The combined claims experience of the large custom plan group is used to determine
the rates for Extended Health Care and Dental benefits. Individual plan rates will also
reflect the custom plan design and, therefore, may differ slightly from the percentages
listed above. This year, we were able to continue the 2% subsidy to help offset the
increases seen in some benefits.
*The renewal by plan - whether taxable or non-taxable, as well as LTD plans to age 65 or
other plan designs (5-yr, 10-yr, etc.) - had separate rate adjustments.

Switching to OASSIS has reduced our benefits premiums –
which, in turn, has allowed us to offer additional benefits
coverage to our plan members.
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OASSIS
ANNUAL SURVEY

RESULTS

As part of our efforts towards continuous improvement, OASSIS conducts an annual
customer survey. Here are the results:

of survey respondents
said the information and
communication on COVID-19
was helpful

95%

of survey respondents
say they would
recommend OASSIS!

The

services are:

reasons why you
should stay with
OASSIS

TOP 3 TOP 3

a

90%

Our

1
Dedicated Benefits
Administrator

1

95%
of survey
respondents say
that COVID has
affected how their
employees work

OASSIS
not-for-profit status

2

2

Disability
Coordinator

Customer service is
responsive to your
needs

3

2

Online selfadministration
system

The OASSIS
benefits plan
offering is
comprehensive

86%
of survey respondents
say the Benefits
Administration team
is quick to help and
knowledgeable

A very small team (3 full-time staff).
We would not have been able to
access benefits without OASSIS.
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TRUSTEES
Valerie Bishop de Young
Chairperson

Kathleen Praught
Trustee

Debbie MacDonald Moynes
Vice Chairperson

Deborah Simon
Trustee

William (Bill) Krever
Secretary/Treasurer

Candace Thomson
Trustee

Sue Hesjedahl
Trustee

Brian Dunne
Trustee

Trish Baird
Trustee

OASSIS
SPONSORING
ORGANIZATIONS
Ontario Community Support Association (OCSA)
Older Adult Centres’ Association of Ontario (OACAO)

OASSIS PREFERRED
PARTNERS
British Columbia Hospice Palliative Care Association (BCHPCA)
Hospice Palliative Care Ontario (HPCO)
National Campus and Community Radio Association (NCRA)
Swim Alberta
Volunteer Alberta (VA)
Volunteer B.C.
Volunteer MBC

5403 Eglinton Ave. West, Ste 101 | Toronto, ON Canada M9C 5K6
Tel: 416-781-2258 | Toll Free: 1-888-233-5580 | Fax: 647-689-3061

oassisplan.com

